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1. Introduction
During the past decade, flexible electronic devices have
earned great achievements and attracted much interests, 1-7

especially the stretching sensor which has been greatly
developed in wearable electronics devices, 8-14 flexible
luminescence devices15-18 and soft robotics. 19-25 Among
different kinds of stretching sensor, ionic conductive hydrogel
stretching sensor is considered to be the best materials for the
human body motion sensor, due to the good electrochemical
performance26-34 and controllable mechanical properties.35-37

Many studies have been focused on the hydrogel stretching
sensors. Alshareef 38 reported a MXene-based hydrogel (M-
hydrogel) exhibited good sensitivity for detecting body
motions with excellent elongation of nearly 3400 %. Sui39

mimicked dermis structures to prepared a double network
ionic hydrogel with natural polymer sodium alginate
nanofibrillar, which shown good flexibility to a broad strain

window for the sports monitoring. Wu40 fabricated multiple
sensations ionic hydrogel sensor with good sensations
towards strain, stress, touch, humidity and temperature.
Under the remote control of a NIR laser, the polyionic sensor
could gradually transform from bending to stretching and
showed good repeatability.

However, there exists a serious shortage limiting the
development of stretching sensor as wearable electronic
detection, which is the stress relaxation. At present, there are
two types of stretching sensors for the human body motion.
One is ultra-stretching sensor with low tensile stress and high
tensile strain. It cannot recover to the original shape after
overstretching. The other is flexible stretching sensor with
high tensile stress and low tensile strain. It can recover to
original shape only in small strain. Attributed to these
problems, the existed stretching hydrogel sensors cannot
satisfy the needs of ideal stretching sensor for the human
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body motion detection. Importantly, the unrecoverable
deformation of stretching hydrogel sensor could not make the
hydrogel sensor tightly stick on the human body, and then,
resulting in response hysteresis and service life degradation.
Although lots of researchers work in stretching hydrogel
sensor, few work pay attention to solve stress relaxation for
the stretchable sensor.

In this work, we designed a series of stretching
hydrogel (SAMA) with excellent mechanical property and
shape memory ability. Functional monomer and metal ion
were introduced into sodium alginate framework to
fabricate a double network conductive hydrogel. Due to
the goog flexibility and conductivity, the SAMA hydrogel
sensor exhibited excellent sensitivity to inspect body
motion with different strength, frequency and gesture
synchronously. Besides, based on the thermal-response
shape memory performance, the hydrogel sensor revealed
excellent shape recovery ability. It could easily escape
from the unrecoverable deformation and quickly recover
to the original shape through thermal-response ability.
More importantly, the recovered stretching hydrogel
sensor maintained good flexibility and sensitivity with
good reuseability. Hence, the SAMA exhibited greatly
potential applications in wearable electronics devices with
sensitive detection and reversible shape recovery
properties.

2. Experiment Section
2.1 Materials
Sodium alginate was obtained from Aladdin Chemical Co.
Acrylic acid (AA), acrylamide (AM), sodium chloride
(LiCl), ammonium persulfate (APS) were purchased from
Aladdin Chemical Co and used as received.

2.2 Preparation of SA/P(AA-AM)/LiCl Hydrogels
(SAMA)

The SAMA shape memory hydrogels were prepared by
free radical polymerization. 1.0 g AM, 2.0 g AA and 5.0 g
water were put into 4.5 g SA aqueous solution under
stirring at room temperature, until the monomer of AM
and AA completely dissolved. Then 0.1 g LiCl and 6 %
(wt) APS were added into the mixture and kept stirring for
10 mins. After that, the reaction was carried out at 55 oC
for 8 h. The different concentration of LiCl in SAMA

hydrogels were prepared as shown in Table 1.

2.3 Characterization
The chemical structure was measured by Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra on Nicolet-Nexus 670
spectrophotometer at room temperature. XRD data were
recorded using X-ray diffractometer (Holland Panalytical
PRO PW 3040/60, V = 35 kV, I = 25 mA, λ = 1.5418 Å)，in
the 2θ range 10-80 °, at a scanning rate of 10 ° min-1. The
concentration of Li+ in the SAMA was measured by ICP41

(Varian 720-ES). The microtopography of SAMA hdyrogel
was tested using Hitachi S-4800 filed emission scanning
electron microspoce. The mechanical property of SAMA
hydrogel was measured on Instron 5967 tensile machine. The
stress-strain speeds for the compression and stretching were
2 mm/min and 20 mm/min at 25 oC, respectively. The thermal
response ability was studied by turbidimetry with UV-Vis
spectrometer (from 5 oC to 65 oC). The temperature at 50 %
transmittance of thermal transition was taken as the UCST.

2.4 Body Motion Detection
In order to study the performance of SAMA hydrogel
sensor,. the SAMA hydrogel were connected with
PARSTAT4000A via copper wires to record the relative
resistance changes. To monitor the subtle movement, a
SAMA-3 hydrogel frame (length × width × thickness is 60
mm × 10 mm × 1 mm) was fabricated and adhered to the
index finger. For the detecting human body motion, the
same SAMA-3 hydrogel frame was adhered to the elbow
and knee. The conductive tape was used to protect the
electrodes to prevent unstable contact and electrode
motion.

2.5 Shape Memory Property
The helical shaped SAMA hydrogel was prepared to study
the deformation and resistance changes during the shape
memory process. An as-prepared helical SAMA-3
hydrogel with length of 4.35 cm was stretched repeatedly
more than 30 times until unrecoverable deformation
occurred. Then, the deformed SAMA-3 hydrogel was put
into hot water of 65 oC and the deformation process was
recorded. After the SAMA-3 hydrogel recovered to its
original shape, and then cooled to 25 oC. The changes of
the relative resistance and length were recorded by

Table 1 Contents of SAMA hydrogels.

 SA (g) AM (g) AA (g) H20 (g) LiCl (g) 

SAMA-0 4.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 0 

SAMA-1 4.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 0.1 

SAMA-2 4.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 0.3 

SAMA-3 4.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 0.5 

�
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continuous 50 helical-stretch-helical cycles.

3. Results and discussion
For the stretching sensor, the unrecoverable deformation
always is a serious problem due to the viscoelasticity and
stress relaxation, resulting in detection inefficiency and
service life degradation. Although many efforts are
performed were developed, such as improving the
mechanical property, introducing self-healing ability and
so on, the unrecoverable deformation for the stretching
sensor is not effectively solved. In order to solve the
deformation, we fabricated an ionic conductive hydrogel
(SAMA) with thermal-response shape memory property.
Based on the framework of SA, functional monomers and
metal ion were introduced to build a double network
structure conductive hydrogel. The microstructure of
SAMA hydrogel is shown in Fig. 1A.

The chemical structure of SAMA hydrogels were
confirmed by IR, SEM and ICP as shown in Figs. 1(B-D).
The characteristic peaks of AA attribute to -OH stretching
at 3430 cm-1, -C=O stretching at 1680 cm-1 and -C=C
stretching at 1630 cm-1. The characteristic peaks of AM
locate at 3400 cm-1, 3300 cm-1 and 1620 cm-1, which are
related to the stretching vibrations of -NH2, -C=C and -C=
O, respectively. The characteristic peaks of SA correspond
to -OH stretching at 3540 cm-1, -CH3 stretching at 2980
cm-1, -C=O stretching at 1620cm-1 and -C-O-C- stretching

at 1250 cm-1. In the FTIR spectrum of SAMA hydrogel, all
characteristic peaks of AA, AM and SA were observed,
indicating that the SAMA hydrogel was successfully
synthesized. The appeared characteristic peaks on the
XRD pattern of SAMA can be indexed to LiCl (JCPDS,
File No. 05-0628) and the amorphous nature of SAMA
hydrogel is confirmed by the broad peaks centered at 18°
and 32°.

From Figs. 1(D-G), the porous framework can be
observed clearly in the SAMA-0, and plenty of LiCl
particles were observed at the surface of SAMA(1-3),
which is attributed to the precipitated LiCl during freeze
drying. The concentration of Li+ was measured by ICP as
shown in Table 2. The concentration of Li+ ion was 0.62 %
for SAMA-1, 1.11 % for SAMA-2 and 2.08 % for SAMA-
3, respectively.

Through the stress-strain measurements, all the
SAMA hydrogels exhibits good mechanical properties as
shown in Figs. 1(H-G) and Table 2. The mechanical
properties of SAMA showed remarkable improvement
with increase concentration of Li+ from 0.62 % to 2.08 %.
The tensile strength increased from 0.17 Mpa to 0.38 Mpa
and compress strength increased from 0.23 Mpa to 0.34
Mpa. Among the three SAMA(1-3) hydrogels, SAMA-3
revealed the best stress strength, tensile strength and stain.
It was attributed to dynamic interaction between Li+ and
carboxylate. The increase concentration of Li+ could

Fig. 1 (A) Schematic structure of SAMA hydrogel. (B) FTIR spectra of AA, AM, SA
and SAMA. (C) XRD pattern of SAMA-0 and SAMA-3. The SEM images of hydrogels:
(D) SAMA-0, (E) SAMA-1, (F) SAMA-2, (G) SAM-3. Mechanical properties of
SAMA hydrogels: (H) Tensile stress– strain curves and (I) Compress stress– strain
curves (J) Demonstration of the flexible SAMA-3 hydrogel.
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effectively increase the cross-link degree to improve the
mechanical property. 42 Thus, through adjusting the Li+

concentration, the SAMA hydrogel with different
mechanical strength could be prepared to satisfy the
requirements of different applications.

3.1 Body Motion Sensor
Due to the good flexibility and sensitivity, when the hydrogel
is stretched, the deformation of hydrogel can induce its
resistance changes. Through the mechanotransduction
signals, the stretching hydrogel sensor can translate the
deformation caused by body movement into visual electrical
signals to reflect the human body motion. As shown in Figs.

2(A-B), the SAMA-3 was attached to the index finger to
detect the finger motion. It could be found that the SAMA-3
exhibited sensitive detection during the finger bending-
stretching process. For the different bending angles from 0°
to 90°(a: 0°, b: 30°, c: 60°, d: 90°), the SAMA-3 could
make accurate feedback via the resistance changes from
20 % to 60 % to respond finger bending angles in real time.
Besides, during the continuously bending process, the
bending angles and times also could be easily
distinguished through the signal strength and the number
of signal peaks. In order to demonstrate the timeliness of
SAMA-3, the slow bending process at different time
intervals were measured, as shown in Fig. 2C. The

Table 2 Mechanical properties of SAMA hydrogels.

Fig. 2 (A) Schematic of SAMA-3 hydrogel mounted on the finger for monitoring the finger
motion state (a: 0° , b: 30° , c: 60° , d: 90° ). (B-C) Resistance changes of the stretching sensor
during continuously index finger bending and releasing processes. (D) Schematic of SAMA-3
hydrogel mounted on the elbow for monitoring the arm motion. (E-F) Resistance changes of the
stretching sensor during continuously arm bending and releasing processes.

Table 3 The equivalent series resistance of SAMA hydrogels at different temperature.

 

Li 

（（（（wt%）））） 

tensile 

strength 

（（（（Mpa）））） 

elongation at 

break（（（（%）））） 

modulus of 

elasticity 

(Mpa) 

compressive 

strength 

（（（（Mpa）））） 

modulus of 

compression (Mpa) 

SAMA-1 0.62% 0.17 456.27 0.24 0.23 0.06 

SAMA-2 1.11% 0.26 697.94 0.38 0.32 0.27 

SAMA-3 2.08% 0.38 1080.88 0.53 0.34 0.33 

�

 UCST(oC) R �（（（（10  oC) R �（（（（65  oC) 

SAMA-1 15 60.4 22.1 

SAMA-2 33 84.8 12.6 

SAMA-3 58 103.8 10.1 

�
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SAMA-3 hydrogel sensor revealed excellent sensitivity
and timeliness. More importantly, SAMA-3 exhibited good
sensitivity up to 2 Hz, as shown in Fig. S1. In order to
investigate the reusability, the stability of SAMA-3 was
measured. As shown in Fig. S2, the SAMA-3 maintained
stable resistance changes during the stability test at tensile
strain of 20% for 350 loading/unloading cycles, suggesting
good stability of SAMA-3.

To further investigate the performance of the
stretching hydrogel sensor, SAMA-3 was attached to
elbow to detect the body motion again. For the arm
motion, the SAMA-3 showed good detection ability. It
could be observed from Figs. 2(D-F) that the electronic
signals were clear and stable during the repeated bending-

stretching process, and the number of signal peaks were
consistent with the arm bending times sensitively from 1 to
4 times without hysteresis. More important, when changing
the motion time of bending-stretching process (a-c-a) from
1.0 s to 9.0 s, the SAMA-3 also maintained excellent
sensitivity and timeliness to reflect the arm bending
process.

Besides finger and elbow motion detection, we also
detected the leg movement by monitoring the knees motion.
As shown in Figs. 3(A-H), during the continuous leg motion
processes with different times and frequency, the
movements were clearly identified by the resistance change
of times and bending angles in real time. Interestingly,
compared with finger and elbows motion, the electronic

Fig. 3 (A) Schematic of SAMA-3 hydrogel mounted on the knee for monitoring the
leg motion state. (B-D) Resistance changes of the stretching sensor during
continuously squatting and rising processes. (E) Schematic of SAMA-3 hydrogel
mounted on the knee for monitoring the leg motion. (F-H) Resistance changes of the
stretching sensor during continuously leg bending and releasing processes.

�
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�

signals exhibited different characteristic peaks between
squatting and raising leg motions. Compared with single peak
of raising leg process, there was an obvious split peaks of
squatting process. Thus, it could be easily to distinguish the
leg movement gesture according to the significant difference
of leg motion signals, Hence, the stretching SAMA-3
hydrogel sensor not only exhibited sensitively and
synchronously human body motion detection for the motion
strength and frequency, but also possessed good identification
for motion gesture detection between squatting and raising
leg.

3.2 Shape Memory Performance
However, due to the stress relaxation, the hydrogel cannot
recover to the original shape from deformation induced
cycles for repeatedly stretching, leading to response
insensitivity with hysteresis and service life degradation.

While fortunately, besides the good human body motion
detection performance, the SAMA also had good thermal-
response shape memory property. As shown in Fig. 4A, the
thermal response ability of SAMA hydrogels were measured
at 700 nm with different temperature from 5 oC to 65 oC. It is
observed that all the SAMA hydrogels exhibits typical
behavior of upper critical solution temperature (UCST).
When the temperature increased above the UCST, the SAMA
hydrogels changed from ivory-white opaque to yellowish
transparent and maintained stable. When the temperature
reduced to room temperature, the transparent hydrogels
recovered to opaque state again, suggesting the SAMA
hydrogels possessed a sensitive and reversible UCST.
Importantly, it is noting that the transition temperature can be
adjusted from 15 oC to 58 oC by changing the concentration
of Li+ in SAMA hydrogels (15 oC SAMA-1, 33 oC SAMA-2
and 58 oC SAMA-3).

Fig. 4 (A) Temperature response properties of hydrogels SMA-1, SAM-2 and SAM-3,
respectively. Insert: the helical shape SAMA-3 temperature response. (B) The shape
memory performance of SAMA-3 hydrogel helical-line-helical process. (C) The time-
dependent relative shape changes at 65 oC. The recyclability of SAMA-3 hydrogels
after 50 shape memory cycles: (D) Resistance changes and (E) Length changes.
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We used the thermal responsiveness as trigger to control
the shape memory process of SAMA-3. In order to
investigate the shape memory property, the helical shape
hydrogel was prepared as shown in Fig. 4B. We simulated the
stress relaxation of stretching sensor through multiple tension-
relaxation cycles, until it could not recover to its original
shape. Then, put the deformed hydrogel into hot water 65 oC
above the UCST to observe the shape recovery process as
shown in Figs. 4(B-C) and video SI-1. It could be found the
deformed SAMA-3 quickly changed from ivory-white and
opaque hydrogel to yellowish and transparent one obviously,
and while twisted back into a helical shape without any
external force. Then, when the SAMA-3 cooled to the room
temperature, it returned back to ivory-white and opaque one
again. And the helical shape and length also recovered again
without hysteresis. More importantly, the shape recovery
process only needed 30 seconds and no rebound was
observed, which is much better than most reported
recoverable hydrogel sensor (Table S1). Besides, the
reuseability of SAMA-3 hydrogel was investigated through
the changes of resistance and length in 50 deform-recover
cycles.43 To avoid the loss of water and salt, LiCl solution(the
same concentration with hydrogel) was used at recovery
process. From Fig. 4D, during the first 7 recovery cycles,
obvious changes of resistance was observed, but below 4%.
After that, the resistance of SAMA-3 maintained good
stability and the overall changes was below 5 %. Meanwhile,
the length of SAMA-3 hydrogel also exhibited good stability
during shape recovery cycles and the changes was below 3 %.
These outstanding performance indicated that SAMA-3
hydrogel sensor not only exhibited good detection and
identification ability for the human body motions, but also
reveals outstanding shape recovery property to solve the
problem of stress relaxation and prolong the service life.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we developed a novel thermal-response shape
memory natural polymer based hydrogel SAMA as human
body motion sensor. The SAMA hydrogel exhibited good
mechanical property, controllable thermal responsiveness and
excellent sensitivity to detect the human body motions
involving in bending finger, bending arms, raising leg and
squatting. More important, the unique thermal-response
shape memory property of SAMA hydrogel sensor effectively
solve the problem of unrecoverable deformation for the
stretching sensor, which provided a convenient method to
prolong the life of stretching sensor, demonstrating a great
potential for human body motion detection.
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